


About MKSSS
Maharshi Karve Stree Shikshan Samstha (MKSSS), Pune : 
The 120-years-old parent body has been committed to 
“Empowerment of women through education”. The Institution has 
a century long history of dedicated work towards making women 
educated and self-reliant. MKSSS, Pune was established in 1896 
by the great visionary and social worker Bharat Ratna Maharshi 
Dhondo Keshav Karve to provide shelter to destitute women.
Prof. Karve founded this Institution with the objectives of upliftment, 
emancipation and education of women who formed a major 
section of the socially downtrodden. He dedicated his whole life 
for this humanitarian cause with great determination and courage. 
For his sacrifice and dedicated social work and his contribution 
to the noble cause he was awarded “Bharat Ratna” the highest 
national civilian award.
Maharshi Karve Stree Shikshan Samstha, Pune has diversified 
branches all over Maharashtra in India and about 25,000 girl 
students are learning in these institutions.

About BNCA
MKSSS’s Dr. Bhanuben Nanavati College of Architecture for 
Women, founded in 1994 under the able leadership of Mr. Avinash 
Wardekar and Principal Anurag Kashyap, with the generous 
donation by Late Mr. Mahendrabhai Nanavati has a glorious 
historical background of Maharshi Karve Stree Shikshan Sanstha, 
Pune, founded in 1896, with the main mission of uplifting the 
social, educational, financial and spiritual conditions of women 
and widows, making them confident and self reliant. 
The institute is conceived as a multidisciplinary center of learning 
where architectural education is considered as a total personality 
development program. It offers Bachelor of Architecture – 
B.Arch., Master of Architecture - M.Arch. in Digital, Landscape 
and  Environment architecture as well as Doctorate programs 
under Savitribai Phule Pune University, and autonomous diploma 
programs. It was evolved in essence to ensure quality education 
and it has maintained this agenda to the present day. This institute 
has been established with a futuristic approach and idealism 
towards architectural education.
BNCA has always been on the fore front and in pace with the latest 
technological development. Its motif here is to educate and prepare 
students to be creative and technically skilled professionals, 
qualified for productive careers in the field of architecture.

Further information on: www.bnca.ac.in

Bharat Ratna Maharshi Dhondo 
Keshav Karve
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About UNAI
The United Nations Academic Impact (UNAI) is a global initiative 
that aligns institutions of higher education with the United Nations 
in furthering the realization of the purposes and mandate of the 
Organization through activities and research in a shared culture 
of intellectual social responsibility. The UN secretary general Ban-
Ki-Moon launched the initiative in 2010. The chief of UN Academic 
Imapct Initiative is Mr. Ramu Damodaran. 

United Nations Academic Impact (UNAI), of which MKSSS’s Dr. 
Bhanuben Nanavati College of Architecture is a member has been 
enabling various programs addressing poverty through education. 
Last year the international community adopted the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDG’s), an important step in achieving the 
2030 Development Agenda. 60% of the world’s population will live 
in urban areas by 2030. Extreme poverty is often concentrated 
in urban spaces, and national and city governments struggle to 
accommodate the rising population in these areas. 
Goal #11 ‘Sustainable Cities and Communities’ will be crucial in 
equipping the cities of the future by making them safe, sustainable 
and abundant with access to affordable housing. It involves various 
initiatives to be taken for public transport, creating green public 
spaces, and improving urban planning and management in a way 
that is participatory and inclusive. 

Thus Dr. Bhanuben Nanavati College of Architecture is committed 
to undertake various programs that contribute to the line of action 
of UNAI. 

Programs conducted successfully till date: 

June 2012: Sustainable housing unit at Shinyanga in Tanzania

June 2013: Community centre and dry compost toilet at Kapila 
village, Lusaka in Zambia

June 2014: Design development for revamping of Ship containers 
for school utility as classrooms, library and reading rooms for 
Barrack Road primary school at Montego Bay, Jamaica. 

October 2015:  Workshop on urban landscapes for a better 
tomorrow to generate prototypes for green roofs to be later 
incorporated in Lima, Peru. 

March 2016: Emergency shelter design workshop in collaboration 
with Demola, Budapest

June 2016: Holistic Villages initiative in collaboration with Laura P 
Spinadel and BUSarchitektur.

UNAI and BNCA Team at United Nations Headquarter, New York

Mr. Hassan, Mr. Vikas Sharma, Ms. Elsie, Prof Asmita Joshi (BNCA), Mr. 
Ramu Damodaran (Chief UNAI), Mr. Koshy. The UNAI –BNCA Team
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Prof Asmita Joshi

At UNAI hub we provide a platform to work towards international 
associations with universities and global networks as partners 
for knowledge exchange. We follow Ban Ki Moon’s vision and  
importance given for the need for ideas and breakthroughs which 
essentially brings life at United Nations. It touches virtually all 
fields, Architecture and Engineering for sustainable development, 
Humanities for tolerance and inter-cultural understanding, and 
medical sciences for public health. 

We at BNCA as an architectural fraternity use this platform to 
generate collaborative projects with multidisciplinary approach 
involving international professionals, sharing ideas across borders 
to find solutions for interconnected or common problems. We 
aspire to build a better world inspiring students with dynamism, 
energy and commitment with an enhanced learning experience 
with live projects. 

We hope these various aspects continue to evolve and  become 
valuable contributions, may it be studying new theories, 
perspectives or developing new modules and create an impact.

I hope this workshop opens up a holistic perspective towards 
development and planning. 

Prof. Asmita Joshi, Director, UNAI-BNCA

Dr. Anurag Kashyap
It is my pleasure and honour to represent a community that 
comprises of academic and administration all of whom are 
dedicated to BNCA’s culture of learning and is carried out in an 
unconventional, informal and friendly environment that primarily 
intends to feed the minds. BNCA serves a platform for architectural 
education for aspired talents from all backgrounds and regions 
which dates back to two decades now. I hope that students and 
faculty engage themselves in enjoying the several other delights 
that BNCA offers to find one in the position to aspire for overall 
personality development.

Dr. Anurag Kashyap, Principal BNCA
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Nyati Group
Vision
Nyati Group is driven by the vision to create a prosperous living 
environment for its clients and people. By setting high standards of 
quality, they strive to bring value addition as their primary objective.
Mission
To create functionally efficient, best quality, landmark buildings 
to fulfill needs of society. To ensure that customers and service 
providers are delighted to deal with them because of transparent, 
proactive, assertive and friendly behaviour with win-win approach.

Nitin Nyati
Chairman & Managing Director, Nyati Group
A first generation entrepreneur, Nitin Nyati is an accomplished businessman and the driving force behind 
a flourishing construction empire called the Nyati Group. A visionary who foresaw the future potential of 
locations like Mohammadwadi and Undri in Pune. Today, the Nyati Group has projects in all directions of 
Pune and is ranked amongst the few top developers in the city. Within a short span of time, the Nyati Group 
has executed some of the most prestigious developments in and around Pune.

NYATI TEAM

Mr Jagdish Hote 
He is a civil engineer with more than 35 years of experience in building construction and is associated with 
creating landmark projects in and around Pune. He is the Editor-in-Chief for the construction book “A to Z 
of Practical Building Construction and its Management”. The book has achieved the National Award for the 
best publication of the year in 1994. Mr Hote has done his R&D in concrete technology and has achieved 
successive 3 awards in the Concrete Cube Competition conducted by the American Concrete Institute. He 
has also received the “Bharat Vikas Ratan Award” in 2012 from All India Business Development Association.
Also a member of Lions Club, Dehu Road and BAI (Builders Associations of India).

Piyush Nyati
Director, Nyati Group
Based on the core values of transparency, value creation and innovation, the Nyati Group has emerged as 
a strong leader in the Pune’s real estate industry. Piyush Nyati comes to the business with a rich academic 
background. With a bachelor’s degree in Business Management from Purdue University, USA, Piyush 
completed his HSC from Fergusson College, Pune and schooling from Bishop’s School, Pune. He joined 
the family business in 2011 heading the real estate vertical as the CEO.

A vote of thanks to the NYATI group for being generous supporter and sponsor for the 
Holisitc villages initiative at BNCA. 
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CONCEPT
The mission of the Holistic Villages is to create a critical mass 
of freethinkers who decide with self-determination to qualify the 
environment where they co-exist.
Our actions can shape holistic societies.  That is our hope and 
a dream we want to share with you. Our interdisciplinary team 
develops Think Tanks as interactive meetings for education and 
mediation of holistic actions targeted at students, professionals, 
public administrations and/or entrepreneurs. 
Our integral knowledge and international experiences encourage 
young people around the world to achieve the change of paradigms 
which requires a holistic education.
Unlike the Global Village, which in its attempt to homogenize is 
becoming even more excluding, we understand that the Holistic 
Villages are the places celebrating diversity and inclusion.
We refer to the inclusion of all interacting disciplines in the 
development and enjoyment of the built habitat.We refer to the 
motivation of all humans beings to achieve a harmonic environment. 
We refer to the generational and cultural integration of everyone 
who believes that what they do seeks a change of paradigms.

Source: holisticvillages.com

BNCA’S NOTE ON ‘HOLISTIC VILLAGES’

In emerging economies like India a city is considered as an 
aggregation of several villages. Villages and cities coalesce 
together with their inter-dependencies till the later gets subsumed 
by the ever-expanding city. In such cases there are township 
developments that are envisaged by developers as insulated 
islands that are initiatives in development of self-sufficiencies.

There is however a need to develop a holistic perspective towards 
development of townships and master plans of large developments. 
This holistic vision should be developed considering all the aspects 
that impact a city under single frame work. This development of 
Holistic Villages could factor in the inter dependencies of villages 
and due care during the design phase could reduce the overheads 
for rework.
 
‘Holistic village’ is a master planning concept that includes planning 
principles to consider includes the desire for well-designed urban 
areas easily serviced with efficient infrastructure, mobility for both 
goods and people. It would consider accessibility by all social 
groups to resilient shelter and sustainable services. 

This will develop mixed but compatible land uses providing 
convenient access to a range of social and economic amenities 
and will factor in advance planning to accommodate growth in an 
orderly manner to avoid sprawl and informal settlement, and an 
information base to inform sustainable environmental planning as 
the starting point.
 
 
Key principles include:
Sustainability and Resilience
Accessibility
Diversity
Open Spaces
Compatibility
Incentives
Adaptability
Identity - Sense of Place
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Mag.Arch.Arq Laura P. Spinadel

NOTABLE WORK AREAS

Participation in the urban development team of IBA Berlin – Berlin, Germany – 1983-1984 
Institute for Urban Design at the University of Applied Arts – Vienna, Austria – 1984-1986 

Director for Foreign Relations and Co-operational Projects, University of Buenos Aires, Argentina – 1986-1991 
Professor for Urban Development Strategies - Faculty of Architecture, University of Buenos Aires,  Argentina – 1986-1990 

Foundation of BUSarchitektur with Claudio Blazica - 1986
Foundation of BOA büro für offensive aleatorik – 2004

Laura P. Spinadel and her team from BUSarchitektur set one of the 
most important examples for urban planning in Vienna during the 
past decades. Based on the master plan from Laura P. Spinadel the 
campus of the Vienna University of Economics and Business (WU) 
stands out due to its extraordinary urban and architectural quality. 
It can be seen as a new landmark, a lighthouse-project for Vienna. 
Reacting to such highly diverse demands of users in a holistic way 
by using creativity as well as highly analytic conceptual thinking 
has seldom been succeeded in such an outstanding way. 

Laura P. Spinadel managed to develop a new district within one 
of the most heterogeneous urban areas of Vienna – located at the 
transition between the densely populated Gründerzeit buildings, 
the Vienna Fair Area and the green space of the Vienna Prater – 
that has been accepted by the students and teachers as well as by 
the Viennese population with great pleasure. 



 

PROGRAM
International Student Workshop under UNAI initiative

Pune
14th to 18th June, 2016

Organisation       -                                         

Conduction          -

Team BNCA         -

Students             -

 

Dr. B. N. College of Architecture

BUSArchitektur

Austrian Cultural Forum

Nyati Pune

Wienerberger

Dr. Anurag Kashyap, Principal, BNCA
Prof Asmita Joshi, Director, UNAI, BNCA

Dr.Mag.Arch.Arq. Laura P Spinadel, Vienna
Ar. Bernd Pflüger
Ar. Jean Pierre Bolivar

Prof Dhanashree Sardeshpande, Head Digital Architecture BNCA
Prof Swapnil Gawande, Asst. Professor, Digital Architecture BNCA; 
MSc Emergent Technologies and Design, AA London
Prof Deva Prasad, Digital Architecture, BNCA, MArch. Digital 
Architecture, SAP, Chennai

54 (B.Arch, M.Arch)

MKSSS’s Dr B N College of Architecture for Women, Pune under 
its UN Academic Impact Initiative hosted an International workshop 
from 14th to 18th June, 2016.

This five days intensive  workshop titled ‘HOLISTIC VILLAGES’  
conducted at BNCA campus was guided  by Dr Laura Spinadel 
and her team of professional associates from Vienna along with a 
specialised team of BNCA professors. This unique opportunity was 
to help the students to gain a different perspective towards shaping 
and planning holistic societies. The site under consideration was 
owned by NYATI group in Mulshi  around 32 KM from Pune.

“This international collaboration will encourage the young minds 
to achieve change of paradigms which require holistic education,” 
said Dr.  Kashyap. “Dr. Laura is very spirited woman. Conversing 
with her takes you to a different level of understanding of the new 

approaches towards sustainable designs.”

PROGRAM TEAM 9



10 WORKSHOP DAY 1

Different Housing projects such as affordable housing, transgender 
housing, compact housing projects etc. were assigned to students. 
Students were supposed to study the project, document the project 
along with physical model. Physical model and understanding of 
the same project was the output for the day. Emphasis was on 
social interaction spaces in the case studies. 

DAY 1



11WORKSHOP DAY 2

DAY 2
Documentation of the projects along with virtual model and space 
diagram were assessed and 30 students out of 50 students were 
selected and divided in groups of three. 10 sectors of the site 
was distributed among these architecture student groups. Using 
different building typologies each student in a group was assigned 
with topics such as intercity, staging etc. that was to be integrated 
in the design strategy  and ‘’Strategy building “ was done.



12 WORKSHOP DAY 3

DAY 3
Master planning of site with 3 different options and along three 
different strategies was to be worked out. Explaining and exploring 
different options one of the strategy lines was to be finalized to 
work with. Students worked with various strategies at the master 
planning level. 



13WORKSHOP DAY 4

DAY 4
The focus was more on actual modelling of design and contour 
model of each sector was made along with final designs. Panels 
for display  were tested and reviewed. 



14 WORKSHOP JURY

JURY
A panel jury was to be exhibited to shortlist the students in 3 parts.  
Round 1- Each student had to explain their design strategy. 20 
students were shortlisted in round 1.  In Round 2 time was given 
for further explanation of the panel. 10 students were shortlisted in 
round 2. In Round 3- Jurors reexamined the panels and 3 students 
were selected as winners.
1st winner - Dona Thomas, M.Arch
2nd winner- Aditi Kolhe, M.Arch
3rd winner- Amoli Surana
Consolation Prize- Vinita Wagh, M.Arch



TEXT DESCRIPTION

TITLE
Student Name

15WORKSHOP JURY



TEXT DESCRIPTION

TITLE
Student Name

16 WORKSHOP THEMES

Three major groups were assigned tasks in the workshop and 
divided as follows : 

1) Master planning: Sustainable design, ecological urbanism, 
staging and intensity, light and safety. 
2) Architecture: Various strategies were derived based on a holistic 
concept. 
3) Communication: Using social media, blog, newspaper design, 
other interactive communication ideas were developed.

Tasks were carried out by different age groups of students. The 
site that was alloted by Nyati group was divided in various sectors 
which the students had to work with.  

THEMES

Rajiv Raje, Architect 

Nikita Oak, Urban Planner

Mahesh Thakur, CSR Cell, MKSSS

Saumitra Ghospurikar, Cinematographer

Shyam Dhawale, Heritage Cell PMC

Dr. Madhuri Kashyap, Doctor

Anant Abhang, Writer

JURY MEMBERS



17SITE ANALYSIS

SITE

Around 32 KMs from the city of Pune the site is located in Mulshi and consisted of an area of about 478.35 
Hectares.  It covered 4 villages namely Wanjale, Malegaon, Jatede, Kondhur. It has steep slopes with a 
considerable less percentage of flat or gradual sloped areas. The site was plenty with existing vegetation and 
trees. Hence the developable area amounted to 203.35 Hectares. 

Proposed site at Mulshi, Nyati developers, Pune

Site Area: 478.35 HA

Location in India

Location from Pune City

Site Photograph

Slope analysis

Site map with villages



MASTER PLANNING FIRST PLACE18

The expression of ‘Sustainability’ and ‘Conservation’ is neither 
new nor unknown to us. Then what is new at the Holistic Villages? 
Holistic villages believe in communal and whole-istic approaches 
to each subject under consideration. For example much has been 
discussed on solar energy and rainwater harvesting over the past 
decade. And yes so do we, also have Green and other such rating 
systems. What is different here is the approach. Usually the so 
called rating systems have a set list of to-do things which neither 
justify nor support the individual neighborhood the way it is nor 
do they respond to the climatic and geographical conditions most 
of the time. The sustainable solutions which I have proposed is in 
context to the particular site after first analyzing and understanding 
the needs and necessity of the population and then given a 
proposal which justifies sustainable concepts required for the 
future generations.

Dona Thomas

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS



Documentation : Affordable housing Podhagskygasse 11, Austria
Building documentation enabled to study the social space and built 
mass integration achieved in the project. Analyzing the social space, 
development was incorporated in architectural development.

Holistic village, Sector P- IV

Unbuilt space defines the built space:
The contoured site enables the connection of spaces at different 
levels as well as creating dynamic network of social space network. 
Contours can play a major role in placement of social spaces. 
Large space in-between two contours was considered as location 
of social space. 
Primary network is generated through the connection of social 
spaces located at different levels on the site. Secondary network 
intersecting primary network is generated to define built spaces 
in the site. Site is further subdivided to create sectors which is 
connected by social space network. This method allows unbuilt 
space- social space network to define built space- housing complex 
and create integration between built and unbuilt spaces. 

Aditi Kolhe

SOCIO INTRA

19MASTER PLANNING SECOND PLACE
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This ‘mini city’ is all about the experiencing the neighbourhood, 
the interactive spaces between people of different communities, 
societies, and culture. Different spaces in this city gives a sense of 
connectivity, a type of bondage that needs to be created between 
people  which now a days is fading away.  The city is designed 
keeping in mind the need of green spaces,  and public interactive 
spaces . A relation is shown between public, private, and semi 
public spaces.  Central large open spaces which is an amphitheatre 
is major public recreational area in the city.

ARCHITECTURAL THIRD PLACE

Amoli Sandeep Surana

MINI CITY



21MASTER PLANNING EMERGE

Radha Mallawat

EMERGE

The concept involved developing a family of urban utilities that 
impart structure to the urban public and open spaces, as well as the 
areas adjoining them. These urban utilities concept help in adding 
an identity to the open spaces and bringing them to life. These 
family places all around the site helps in orienting the users and 
also in guiding them.
All the different elements of the family follow the theme of EMERGE. 
Thus the geometry of the utilities emerges from the ground 
and then merges back into the ground, thus making them look 
modern yet grounded. Different variation of these elements could 
be implemented so that their design stays true to the concept but 
display an independent identity.



22

Contextual Synergies take into account the connectivity of the site 
surroundings, more precisely the edge conditions of the site with 
the activities happening within the site.
The site was located on the outskirts of Pune city, hence there was 
no development around the site. In order to drive the attention of 
passers-by towards the site, an Activity Corridor for proposed inside 
the site, that will include adventure and sports activities, depending 
upon the topographic morphology of the site.
This will help in the development of the site surroundings as well as 
help in revenue generation of the site.

Sonia Bhamra

COALESCE

MASTER PLANNING COALESCE



23MASTER PLANNING VALLEY STRIDE

Holistic Village Sector P IV
The case study highlighted the use of compact planning mixing the 
use of built and open space in a city center area.
Two factors were considered inten-city (public and social spaces 
connected with varied levels) and staging which is filling up empty 
unused pockets. The concept of valley stride enabled using these 
two factors on the contour site so as to best use the topography and 
views. Nodes were formed where the topography was buildable and 
joined to connect the various sectors that formed Primary network. 

Rajeshwar Pawar

VALLEY STRIDE



24 MASTER PLANNING COMMIX

The project aims at creating a Holistic Village at Mulshi and the 
domain studied in this project was Gameboard of Realisation.
Gameboard of Realisation contains a matrix of the requirements 
for the project generated by the consumers and fulfilled by the 
providers of the project. Based on the site location and surrounding, 
a palette of users for the holistic village are identified and based on 
the user typology various zones are formulated. These zones can 
be categorized as :
1. Economy Generation Zone – Tourist Spots , Farmlands
2. Society Upliftment Zone – Institutions , Commercial
3. Healthcare Zone – Hospitals
4. Drivers of Society – Residential

Each sector is planned such that the society upliftment zones 
surround the particular sectors providing an edge condition to the 
sector. Also every residential zone of the sector is in close proximity 
with the economy generation and healthcare zone of the particular 
sector. This planning provides a specific character to the society 
and facilitates better living.

Snehal Gade

COMMIX



25MASTER PLANNING INTER MIX

The designing started with two key words : STAGING and INTENCITY.
With the overwhelming amount of construction going on , there 
is very little importance given to the community spaces and open 
spaces which are necessary for any society to survive. 
In common practice, usually the built forms govern the location and 
form of the open spaces. The idea here was to take the open spaces 
as a guiding factor and having the built forms around it .
This resulted into a continuous green open community patch running 
along the site which was the primary axis and the secondary axis 
became the built mass

Zeel Shah

INTER MIX



26 MASTER PLANNING QUADRO

Public places play an important role as a part of the city. They 
have a different morpholoy throughout the diversity and provides 
different usage and environment. These act as transition as well as 
waiting places for different activities.
The planning of these open spaces not usually require specific 
spaces but could be incorporated in different urban pockets. 
They help in pedestrianisation and by following the three basic 
concepts like keeping the ground open below the built to allow 
transistion and allowing different play of levels one can play and 
transit through the urban fabric.
The spaces on a sector could be marked with the typology of 
activities and spaces like amphitheatres, urban plazas, transit 
stops and waiting areas could be manouvered and designed to 
merge in the urban fabric.

QUADRO
Sneha Yerunkar



27MASTER PLANNING FLUX

The design was a part of the architectural group and was proposed 
for Sector P5 at Mulshi, Pune. The two strategies that were to 
be catered to were ‘meander’ and ‘osmotic boundaries.’ The 
proposal dealt with the interconnectivity of built and unbuilt spaces 
and how they can be made more permeable to suit a multitude of 
activities. Different scales of these spaces are negotiated on the 
contoured site with the help of meanders.
Flux defines a state of constant change that is reflected through 
meander types and changing activities through the day.

Vinita Wagh

FLUX



28 MASTER PLANNING CONVERGE

The idea was to open public spaces where the users reclaim 
their right to spend quality time in society. By understanding how 
different elements can be combined to define an urban space, 
strategies can be generated to further develop a concept to be 
applied on different urban schemes.

Concepts like merging of spaces with different scale and activity 
or segregation of activities such as private, semi private and public 
using levels and different seasonal landscape can be applied to 
such schemes to make better urban spaces.

Anjali Kotekar

CONVERGE



29MASTER PLANNING SECURITY BEAMS

Holistic village may have very few structures that are scarse with 
substantially less height differences. The projection of light is 
diffused and spreads out over the horizontal planes. As a result, 
treatments were applied to the reflective surfaces to intensify the 
effect light would have on them and hence avoid monotonus 
luminance. 
One of the best way to study the light and safety by the various 
activities of the end users. Soothing colors, providing sense of 
security and comfort. 
Designing the areas was done according to the spaces which 
shows the recognition of the specific area. Interaction of the spaces 
and visual connectivity of the same was considered. Dark areas or 
dead spaces are to be avoided as well.

Preeti Chinnapatan

SECURITY BEAMS
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The first section of the panel shows the trans-generational housing 
project ‘Muhlgrundgassel-sector C’. The project is designed for 
different age groups considering their requirements. The building 
has is L-shaped and has a road on one side while a garden on 
the inner side. The houses have projecting balconies towards the 
garden which helps in improving the interaction as shown in the 
photographs. The project has other interesting features such as 
play area for children, decks and ramps for the elders to relax and 
interactive corridors. The schematic diagram shows the circulation 
pattern well.

The second part shows the zoning planned for the allotted design 
area. It also shows the composition made by placing the selected 
portions from 3 projects (3 team members’ projects). The 
circulation pattern taken from the ‘Guerilla City’ concept is also 
seen in the composition sheet.The last picture shows the ideas 
of ‘Co-existence’ in the campus with different interactive spaces 
created at various levels. 

The third part of the panel shows the final design through sketch-
up model and a rendered model showing the interesting activities 
in the design.

ARCHITECTURAL GREEN SUBURB

Kimaya Ladbe

THE GREEN SUBURB
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Spaces can be blended and moulded in creating public interests 
and increasing public participation in socio-cultural activities by 
catering to their daily needs and activities.
Confluxing the two ideas of holistic village and sargfabrik started the 
design process of ECO MUSEUM where the design brief demanded 
in and out and discovery. Making an eco museum on the ecological 
treasure of nature set in Mulshi,Pune was an amazing concept in 
itself.

Intent: The design focuses mainly on discovering nature and its 
beauty along with the artefacts and antiquities kept for the exhibition. 
The serenity of nature and sanctity of the place combined with the 
accessibility from the main city would attract hundreds of people 
from the busy cities coming for a peaceful buffer from the routine 
and the daily hustle and bustle.
-Large cantilevers are used from place to place to pacify the 
level differences between the contours, bridge the gap between 
two enclosures, offer intermittent spaces for spill over exhibition 
activities and providing an opportunity for panoramic views of the 
diversely rich nature.
-Hierarchy of functions and usability of spaces is created by the 
having gradation of courtyards according to the social scale and 
public – semi public – semi private – private division. The scale of 
courtyard increases with increase in number of people expected to 
visit the space.
There are bridges which not only connect the spaces but also 
possess the ability of universal accessibility and provision of nature 
walk amidst the rich ecology and creates wonderful opportunities 
for landscape developments beneath them.
Thus influence of natural treasure on the socio-cultural wealth and 
artificial elements for exhibition becomes a key factor in accelerating 
public participation with nature and interactions with each other.

ARCHITECTURAL GREEN OASIS

Nabha Belsare

REDISCOVERING - THE GREEN OASIS



32 ARCHITECTURAL SENSING SECURITY

SENSING SECURITY

The model of Pichlgasse-sector 2, Vienna by BUS Architecture 
was studied as a case study and in the further designing process 
its forms were used. The project emphasized on observing and 
understanding how do we live in a society and accordingly providing 
suitable spaces were given in the design. The guiding set for the 
designing project was “Nature defining city” and “Shielding”. The 
design focuses on providing hierarchy of spaces within the whole 
community and then intermediate societies forming public, semi 
public and private spaces and further giving frames for viewing 
valley and connecting with nature.

Anagha Patil
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The concept of LIVE LOVE LAUGH comes from understanding 
Urbanism through the case study given wherein the people are 
allowed to interact with each other within and outside the built space 
by planning them such that they come together to share lives, bring 
in love in the society and laugh together to celebrate life.
The loop-like circulation from corridors to straight flight staircase 
and again corridors from floor to floor allowed accidental meetings 
thus nurturing friendship within residents.
The indoor open spaces served as semipublic zones within the 
building itself. Also the two buildings connected with outdoor semi-
public spaces with a central small pond and pedestrian movement 
around it connecting the two buildings that allowed people from 
different apartments to share a single platform thus increasing 
sense of unity and harmony amongst them. The Balconies were 
formed by offsetting the internal layouts such that it fosters vertical 
interaction on the peripehry of the building.

Design Concerns i.e. PATCHWORK, masterplan was separated and 
linked with different patches of private, semi-private,public,semi-
public zones using Road Networks and Nodes, thus creating ONE 
SINGLE FABRIC- A patchwork by suitable grouping of patches to 
foster harmony to live a life full of laughter in the society.

ARCHITECTURAL LIVE LOVE LAUGH

Sumita Gangwani

LIVE LOVE LAUGH
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The project was to develop spaces in a society where people 
would spend most of the time together. We were in a group of 
three where we had studied different buildings which itself had 
interactive spaces created individually. All the three building were 
arranged in clusters which created private, semi-private and public 
interactive space.  

Diganta Gujran

FACEBOOK

Man is a social animal and an architect designs a society. An 
architect serves his duty by innovatively designing interaction 
spaces. The study of Pichlgazze – sector 2 gave us an insight on 
the possible designs of public space.
The intensive research lead to the design of the Eco-museum 
with respect to discovering new volumes of spaces.There are 
cantilevers overlooking the valley, and the spaces below the 
cantilever can be huge interaction spaces and exhibition galleries. 
Bridges have been provided to connect different levels giving rise 
to vertical interaction.
The concept of inside out has been implemented as you travel from 
one structure to another by the connecting bridges, giving rise to 
a constant connection with nature. Also there is a segregation of 
spaces according to the activity.

Veenita Lulla

INSIDE OUT
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ABHA

Main topic of the project is BIFURCATION and the building typology 
is MODEL CITY COTTAGES. Therefore, the buildings are arranged 
in such a way that there is more bifurcation of public spaces into 
huge and small public spaces so that there is more interaction of 
the people using the spaces at every corner. The pathways are 
interconnected so that each corner can be reached from different 
points. Thus more and more open spaces are created so that 
there is more spaces available for the public interaction and thus 
the quality of life of the users can be improved.

Phalguni Phayade

Documentation: To create large open spaces at different levels by 
giving wide balconies, in order to increase’ Social Interaction .To 
segregate the interaction spaces and arrange them vertically, one 
over the other.
Concept: City Model Crossover. 
The ideas was bridging the gap between two spaces then ultimately 
having interactive spaces which are connected to each other. 

Sonali Mallapur

URBAN VISTAS
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SVAH

The topic for our project was BIFURCATION and MODEL CITY
COTTAGES. 
The structures are arranged in such a way that the spaces get 
bifurcated with public spaces, semi-public spaces attached with 
nodes. So as to create interaction between the people and there 
are multiple types of spaces where people can interact are made.

Vaibhavi Jadhav

First part of panel explains the case study done for design project 
that is courtyard housing in 23 Atzgerdorf Vienna. The panel 
explains site conditions and different options of arrangement of 
patchwork on site. In final design buildings are designed in such 
way that intermediate spaces are divided into public, semi public 
and private. Thus the design explores different scales and sizes of 
public spaces.  

SPACES
Pratiksha Asawa
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FLOW

Here we were given two words i.e MEANDERING AND OSMOTIC 
BOUNDARIES. Here meandering means curve lines and osmotic 
boundaries means how landscape forms are used.
In this project the meandering is used along the contour’s i.e 
shorter meandering is done, so that it can be used as pathways. 
And also there osmotic boundaries are done in between the two 
building’s.

Shreya Kale

Hierarchy of spaces has been created by a central civic space 
which sooner bifurcates into smaller semi- public spaces. Nature 
pockets have been created where people could spend time and 
interact with each other and enjoy the environment and their 
surroundings.
Creation of such pockets, i.e. intermediate public stations become 
points of interest for society. At a larger scale, we have emphasized 
centrality, by having a main focal point, whereas at a smaller scale, 
democracy has been emphasized in the layout.
The main aim was to create a holistic village and more number 
of interactive spaces. These open spaces are important at a 
community as well as a city level. They become breathing points 
of the village. 

Anahita Ghatge

THE SHEILDED HABITAT
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The basic concept of project The Seeking Valley was Shielding and 
Nature Defining City. The concept is incorporated into the project 
by arranging the blocks along the contour such that they define 
the nature of contour. Conceptually it acts as minimum damage to 
the topography with cut-outs and levels.
As the name suggested for the project is The Seeking Valley, the 
meaning of Seeking Valley is “In search of nature”. The blocks 
arranged on the site were in such a way that it captured each and 
every possible view of the site. 

THE SEEKING VALLEY
Teertha Kunkolol

Sanchita Sakpal

JEEVAN CITY

’Jeevan City’ is a city designed by the people, for the people. 
Designed as an outstanding example of Slow City, it connects 
people due to various interaction spaces along the circulation 
paths. The dwellings are placed along a stream of water such that 
the residents feel close to nature. The stream flows through the 
valley and takes the pleasant smell along with it through the winds 
which flows over the dwellings. It is a small town which promotes 
urbanism and enhances the experience of how people spend time 
in the society.
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The project involves concept of using senses and that of a slow 
city. Use of terraces was done to link levels to each other and 
the stream flowing upto the ridge improves with fragrance of 
landscaped plants. Walking along the stream developes as a slow 
city as we walk with landscapes all around.

SANVAD
Ashwini kadu

Activating spaces inspires people to collectively reimagine 
and reinvent public spaces as the heart of every community. 
Strengthening the connection between people and the places 
they share, activating spaces refers to a collaborative process by 
which we can shape our public realm in order to maximize shared 
value.
Space are divided into three main types: private semi private and 
public. In this design I have tried to create activating spaces which 
increase public interaction.

Jui Deo

ACTIVATING SPACES
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Aishwarya Pawar

LAND LOPING

Aaradhna Joshi

ARGON
Isha Kulkarni

ST. MARX VIENNA
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MUHLGRUNDGASSE I
Nikita Patil Pooja Toshniwal

PODHASKYGASSELL II
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A PEEK INTO 2030
Vibhuti Choudhary

POLGARSTRASSE A
Mansi Shiv Agarwal
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